
Chapter- 4 

Economic Life of the Molsoms 

The Molsoms are, by tradition, shifting . cultivators. Among them the 

shifting cultivation is known as /au. They have been surviving in a 

subsistence economy, cultivating food items just enough for their hand to 

mouth existe.nce. Shifting cultivation involves ·the barest of 

implements. This type of cultivation is practiced by many of the tribes of . 

North. East India even now. In shifting cultivation, usually, a few crops ~re 
' - .· 

grown ~ogether which are all useful for the cultivators because these are 

either food crops or are of use in their daily life .. The economic life of the . 

Molsoms underwent some significant changes in this cen~ury as they came · · 

in touch with the outside society, the non-tribals, as their population grew 

and as they -started participating in the · larger . social and economic 
. . . 

processes. Thus they no-longer practice shifting··cultivation as the dominant 

mode of production; . settled cultivation in the plains now constitutes the 

~·backbone of their economy. Apart froni cultivation,. settled as well as · 

shifting, they also practice subsidiary economic activities such as animal 

husbandry, hunting, . fishing, ga.thering of roots, tubers etc. for food, and 

some other activities. Taking advantage of the educational opportunities, 
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and job reservation facility brought to them by the government agencies 

some of them can now take up permanent employment in the formal sector 

offices and units. When the Molsoms come across some difficulties in the 

·pre-existing form of economy they look for new employment opportunities 

and thus occurs some occupational diversity in them. 

Table 4.1 gives us some idea about the kind of economic activities the 

Molsoms in the· studied villages are engaged in. The table shows that only 

about 6 per cent of the households are presently practicing shifting 

cultivation while the remaining 94 per cent of the households are engaged 

iri settle cultivation in one way or the other, 'either as owner-cultivator, or . 

share-croppers, or as agricultural labourers. 

Table 4.1 Distribution of households based on occupation of the heads 

Primary occupation Secondary occupation 

. Occupation Number of Percentage to Name of Number of Percentage to the 

households in total house- occupation households total house-

practice holds (290) in practice holds (290) . 

Settled Settled 

cultivation 144 49.65 cultivation 87 30.00 

Barga Agri. Cum day 

cultivation 22 07.59 labours 150 51.72 

Day labours 28 09.65 Animal 270 93.10 

husbandry 

Agri. Cum day Craft -

labours 78 26.90 290 100.00 

Thllining 18 06.21 Jhuming 140 48.27 

I 
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Table 4.2: Distribution· of population based on primary occupation 

Name of occupation Number of persons Percentage 
in practice to the total 

population 
1: Settle cultivation 650 37.57 
2. Barg_a cultivation 212 12.25 
3. Day labours 100 05.78 
4. Agriculture cum day labours 294 17.00 
5. Jhuming_ 48 02.77 
6. Study 300 17.34 
7. Governmentjob 2 00.12 
8. Other activities * 6 00.35 
9. Minor (no occupation) 118 06.82 

Total 1730** 100.00 

Note:* Other activities include installation of smokeless chu/la and a professional 
instrumental musical team (band party). 

** Population of Raipasha Molsom eari (180) is excluded since no 
quantitative data were collected from that village. 

Table 4.2 shows that some new activities like government job (0.12% of the 

total population), installation of smokeless chulla or working for a 

professional band party (0.35% of the total population) have been taken up 

by the Molsoms in new economic setup. Such a trend has grown among 

those who have taken to settled cultivation. 37.57 per cent of the total 

population are engaged, exclusively, in settled cultivation. Besides cultivation 

of their own land, some practice share cropping or barga cultivation, and 

some others work as · agricultural labours ,.. all these categories together 

constitute 66.82 per cent of the total population, all engaged in settled 

cultivation. 

The present study thus shows an interesting shift in the economic life of the 

Molsoms: from shifting cultivation to settled cultivation. The larger economic 

and social forces and some internal factors within the Malsom society have 

together :aused this shift. The reasons for and consequence of this major 

economic change on the socio-cultural life of the Molsoms have been 

. discussed later in this dissertation. The traditional form' of shifting cultivation 
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and other economic activities as practiced by the Molsoms will be discussed 

now. 

· Shifting cultivation 

Traditional method of agriculture, namely, shifting cultivation is done in the 

slopes of the hills. This system of cultivation is well known as jhum and the 

cultivator as jhumia in the state. After one season of cultivation a jhum · 

field is to be left fallow for a successive period of nine to ten years 

especially in Tripura for regeneration of forests which ultimately help the 

land to regain its productivity. The period for which a plot of jhum land is 

kept fallow before it is taken up for cultivation again is known asjhum-cycle. 

During jhum-cycle the jhumias shift to another place for new jhum land and 

hence the system is known. as shifting cultivation. A shift in the jhum land 

results, in most cases, a shift in the area of settlement as well. Since the 

jhum cultivation is highly land extensive, a small group of people have to 

cultivate. a broad area to meet their necessities.. To promote easy 

communication from homestead area to jhum field, there. occurs a 

simultaneous change of the place of settlement and the jhum land. 

In jhum economy the land is primarily owned by the group as a whole and 

·is kept under the control of the village chief. The possession of a group on a 

particular jhum land is mostly temporary in nature. The jhum area which is 

possessed by a. particular group may be occupied by another group after 

the jhum-cycle and the latter group may also be of another tribe. Thus there 

is no practice of establishing permanent occupation of ·the jhum land by a 

particular tribal group. 

The jhum cultivation, as practiced by the Molsoms, 

phases, such as, site selection, jungle cutting, setting 

consists of many 

of fire, clearing of 

Mainly three 

hand chopper ( 

. debris, seed sowing, weeding, watching harvesting etc. 

tools or equipment are used for the purpose, namely, the 
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called chemlu, which has an iron blade with two sharp working ends, one 

at outside and the other on tip; for handling an wooden handle is 

. attached to the blade) and a small basket, called kaichaning (used for . 

. keeping seeds), sickles, locally known as sekra. 

· Generally, during winter, in November-December, a broad area ·is 

selected by the village-chief who is accompanied to the site by some old . 

experienced villagers. Preference is given to a place where plenty of hill 

slopes are there and which is nearer to the homestead area. A bamboo 

forest area is also preferred as, according to their experie.nce, it is more 

fertile. After a broad area is selected, further selection is done for 

the individual household by_ the head and other members of that household. 

The area of each group is demarcated ·by natural marks like big tree, 

stream,. river etc. After selecting a particular area rriany cross-marks, made 

of bamboo splits known as thorba, are put on the boarder line of the area 

which indicate the temporary possession of somebody on that area. The 

meaning of the thorba is known to every tribal community of the state and 
'· 

when they see these symbols . in an area, other groups do not consider 

that area for their c:>ccupation. Another type of symbols · are used after 

selecting a place for the individual household's cultivation. · Many. 

bamboo pieces. are. put on the boundary line of a selected area, the 

height of Which rell)ains at the chest level of the head of the household and 

about two feet of the tip .of the bamboo pieces are split ·giving them a 

conical shape. A household occupies as much land as it can manage with 

its members. 

Site selection, both in group and at the individual level, is followed 

by some magico-religious tests. The test for the village level selection is 

done by the awchai and that in household level is done by the 

household head. Two bamboo splits are dropped from above in favour of a 

particular site or plot of land. If the · splits fall having opposite side up, 

that is one dorsal and one ventral, the field is consiaered auspicious and 
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falling of splits with the same sides up indicates that the field will not be 

· favourable for cultivation. This test ·is called pertet by the Molsoms. The 

. tests are done three times simultaneously and if at least for one time the 

·splits do not fall in auspicious manner theri they leave the site or plot in 

question and . s~arch for another. . The dorsal side of a· bamboo split 

represents, as they believe, the female and the ventral side· represents 

tt;le male. If the splits fall with the same side up it symbolises barrenness.· 

because only male or female can not give birth to an offspring whereas a · 

male and a female jointly can. Based on this concept the opposite sides of 

the splits are treated as the sign of productivity. . 

The second test, known as remangrekai, is done by dream revelation. A 

lump of earth is brought home and is kept under the pillow of the village 

chief or the household head, as the case may be. The reveler wears clean 

cloths arid sleeps alone for the dream. If he dreams a· dream relating to 

·clean water, marriage ceremony, face of unmarried girl, house, sand, or 

naked unmarried girl, the land is taken to be highly productive. But a . 

dream relating to buffalo, dog, monkey, cat, face of an unknown person 

or a married women indicates low productivity of the land. . 

The bushes, bamboo shrubs and other wild growth on the selected land are 

cut down by hand chopper. This jungle. cutting is locally known . as 
. ' 

·Jauoat. Drying of the uprooted jungles, known as pemphau, is done by 

leaving the uprooted jungles on the field for about a month. For burning the 

dried jungles, which is known as lauhal fire is set on ·usually in the · 

evening. The fire continues for two or three days and only males participate 

in this action. buring jhum-fire some magical praCtices are performed: 

Mustard seed, ghila a local seed (entada scandens), and alkaline· water-.: 

( chaltw) ·are sprinkled on the field with a view to drive out the evil spirits. 

Minuthappa is worshipped as a protective measure against mishaps like 

injury from the quill of porcupine· or the bite of reptile. At home women 

sprinkle water arid place hand-fans on the courtyards with a view to 

relieve the mother earth from the burning sensation. Unburnt debris are 
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collected and set on fire which is known as sangrukhom . The ashes remain 

on the field and are used as manure. 

In the first part of the summer in April-May, after a few showers when the 

soil t?ecomes loamy, the seed sowing starts. If there is a continuous spell of 

drought in the summer the tui pathi:m is worshipped for rain. Different 

varieties of seeds such as paddy, sesames, cotton, pumpkin, water melon, 

chili etc. are mixed together and kept in the kaichaning. Male and female 

members of the group of cultivators .tie the kaichening to their left 

waist by a tree-fiber and stand in a row to· sow seeds. They make small 

shallo~ holes with the tip of hand chopper and put some seeds in them. 

The females predominate the sowing team. Sowing is initiated from the 

south-east corner of the field where, at first, on a small sacred plot of land 

some seeds like ginger, turmeric, mastered etc. are sown. This small plot 

of land is known as barmathun and the crop of this area 'is not harvested. 

The sowing continues from the top to the bottom of the field. In some cases, 

nowadays, paddy seeds are sown on separate plots. 

After the seeds have germinated and the plants have gro'NI'l to a certain 

length, the weeds are uprooted from the field. Weeding is done four 

time in a season. The first weeding, kno'NI'l as lauramchaul, is done after 

twenty to twenty-five days of seed sowing.~ First weeding is d~ne. very 

carefully as, at that time, crop-plants remain ·still in their infancy. Rinichaul 

is the second weeding which is done after twenty to twenty-five days of 

· first weeding and ruthumch~ul, the third weeding, is done when 

cornstalk grow. The. fourth weeding namely ruthenchaul is done, if 

necessary, in the period between the thir~ weeding and harvesting. 

Besides, a magical rite called sena is also performed as a preventive 

measure against the excessive growth ·of weeds in the field. On the 

seventh day of Vaisak (April-May), for sena rite, some weeds are 

·uprooted from different parts of the field, and kept on a leaf. The leaf 

then is made to float on the water of a stream or river. The Molsoms 
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believe that as the weeds flow away with the current of water the 

probability of weeds growing on the field also declines therewith. 

A kireng under construction 

When cornstalks grow, these are protected from birds and wild animals. A 

watch house, known as kaireng, is built on a tree or on the top of a hillock 

within the jhum-field. A number of bamboo made small instruments, 

locally known as ro/erokihem, are erected here and there on the field and 

are connected by a long rope with a pillar of the watch house for 

producing sound. The watch party pull the rope and make slapping sound 

in rolerokihem which drive away the birds and other animals. In some 

cases, they bit an empty tin and make sound. At night flamebeau are set 

especially on the probable pathway of the boars. Watching continues till 

the crops are harvested. The different varieties of crops ripe at different 

times and therefore the watching has to continue for a long period, though 

the seriousness of the job decreases after paddy is harvested. The 

youths of the household shift temporarily to the watch house with essential 

utensils to facilitate constant vigil. The period of vigilance is also the time, 
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as mentioned earlier, for mate selection among the Molsoms and the other 

tribes of the state. The members of different watch house gossip together, 

make merry, ·sing songs and thus enjoy the otherwise monotonous job 

of watching. 

The crops are harvested as and when they are ripe. Reaping of paddy, 

known as songat, constitutes the major harvesting activity and it is done 

with sickle. A rite, sakumphai, is observed before the start of harvesting. 

For the performance of sakumphai, a paddy plant is uprooted from the jhum 

field and is taken to the village where it is worshipped by sacrificing a hen. 

Many bunches are made of the reaped paddy shoots and are kept on the 

field for two or three days. After that threshing is done on a funnel shaped 

big basket called jeobem. The carrying of paddy from watch house to 

village is known as sangrithak. In the village, paddy grains are stored in 

small granary known as dal which is constructed separately for each · 

household. In the past, paddy used to be stored in warehouse called 

sapang, constructed in a row at the middle part of the village. In sapang. 

separate rooms were there for each and every household of the village· 

and these were maintained collectively by the villagers. Nowadays the 

use of sapang is out of practice. Other crops are harvested as and when 

they are ripen. 

Both male and female members take part in harvesting. A ceremony known 

as sarbingor is observed when new crops are cooked and eaten for the 

first time. In sarbingor the Minuthapa· deity is worshipped after the sunrise 

by sacrificing two hens. Boiled jhum rice is offered on the tip of a banana· 

leaf. Some jhum rice . is kept in an earthen pot or bamboo pot and 

preserved in the house. This rice pot is known as sairibing and is 

. worshipped on every full- moon day with a prayer for higher productivity. 

This practice of preserving and worshipping the rice pot is found also 

among the Tripuris of the state, who call it mailuma. 
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In every phase of jhum cultivation, mutual exchange of labour, locally 

known as ron , takes place as and when necessary. On the field , the speed 

and unity of team work is maintained by humming or singing a rhythmic 

music. 

Jute fiber, a cash crop, is carrying to village 

Hunting 

With a variety of indigenous weapons the Molsoms hunt games. Only males 

take part in this activity. Hunting is tabooed for the women. They believe 

that if women participate in hunting, they would be attacked by a tiger. 
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The type of hunting implements vary according to the species and nature 

·of the game. 

Hunting is done, more or less, throughout the year though the winter is· 

considered to be the prime season. The village priest worships 

Hasongnu pathein the forest deity of the Molsoms with an egg before the . 

group goes out for hunting. In this case, the priest can forecast the 

availability of games observing the yolk of the egg. If any red spot. is 

found in the yolk then they are sure about the fruitfulness of the expedition 

and it denotes a better hunting if the colour of the yolk is yellow, the 

expedition then would be even more successful. 

A hunting team is generally consisted of four to eight persons. During 

hunting, a team is divided into two parties. One party takes food, 

drinks, extra weapons and some other essential things and· follow the main. 

hunters, the other party, maintaining a distance from them. In deep forest 

the two parties maintain communication with each other through some 

symbolic sounds produced by them orally or with the help of a special type 

of bamboo read. Generally they produce chirp, screech, chatter . sounds so 

that the game remains unaware of the hunters. As and when the first 

party hunts a game they call the second .. party through symbolic sounds 

and hand over the prey to them. · At night _fire is set on some dry offshoots, 

around which one party sleeps and the other keeps watch by rotation. 

The game bagged in a group hunting is distributed among the villagers. 

· The village chief generally gets the right leg of the big game. The people 

of a particular village tiave to hunt within it's boundary. Hunting in the 

area of another village is treated as ·a social offense. 

Large _and ferocious games are generally caught by trapping since high 

risk is involved in face to face hunting, though, in some cases, especially in 

group hunting, ferocious games are killed with hand weapons. Broadly, two 

types of traps are used by them. Traps like janter, sungchang, 
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archachang and bird-lime etc. are used to capture the game alive and traps 

like zuth , ringchang, phaiphachang, gurapchang, mankhawang, etc. are 

used to kill the pray. The hand weapons such as spear (Shat) , bow and 

arrow (thal-phel) , sling (phe/1-sy/um ) etc. are used to kill or injure the 

game. In some cases guns are also used in hunting. Among the 

Molsoms, as also among other tribes of the state, a good hunter enjoys 

some special status in society. The degree of such status is determined 

by the skill in hunting and the number of big games a person has hunted. 

The hunter preserves the skull of the big games hunted by him and display 

them somewhere in his house as a symbol of pride. 

A hunting trap 

These days, hunting has lost much of its economic significance in Malsom 

society. The forest rules, the increased population density, decline of the 

total forest area have reduced the scope for group hunting. The acceptance 

of settled cultivation is also one of the reasons for the declining significance 

of hunting. But hunting survives more in symbolic form, as a mark of 
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preservation of the tradition set by their forefathers. The Molsorns perform 

hunting by observing all the rites and rituals Which have been traditionally 

associated with it. 

Fishing 

Fishing is done in the stream, river and in other water sources. Both 

individual and group level involvement is found in fishing. Mainly two 

types of implements are used in fishing, namely, traps such as phol, net, 

chal, ahak, ngoi, ngoiinchor etc. and hand imple~ents like ngakoi, 

calching etc. Besides, latex of local herb namely ru is used especially in 

community fishing. During winter when the water level of a river or 

stream decreases a huge quantity of ru is put in the river or the stream. 

Ru stupefies the fishes which are then easily collected by the villagers. 

The fishing implements used by the Molsoms are akin to those of the 

neighboring plains people, namely, the Bengalis. Unlike hunting 

expedition, no deity is propitiated before going out for fishing, . nor the 

fishes are used in any ritual as pjg and. hens are used. Besides, . the 

Molsoms do not know the technique of making dry fish which they widely 

use. This may be taken to indicate the fact that the Malsom have 

adopted the technique of fishing at a later period. 

Settled cultivation 

Over the years there has been a major shift from the traditional economy 

of the Molsoms. As mentioned earlier, many households have switched 

over to settled cultivation which is mainly practiced on the plain lands, 
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between the feet of two hillocks, commonly known as jul. This jut is widely 

known in the state as lunga or nal. In some cases, cultivation is also 

done on the tang, the plain surface of the hillock (til/a). In settled agriculture 

the Molsoms are practicing multiple cropping and they remain engaged 

in the job throughout the year. 

Table 4.3: Distribution of households based on plain-land holding 

Quantity of land Number of Percentage to total 
households land-holding 

(in kani) households ( N=l44) 

0-2 80 55.56 

2+--4 40 27.78 

4+--6 13 09.03 

6+--8 07 04.86 

8+--10 03 02.08 

10+--12 01 00.69 

Total 144 100.00 

Note : I Kani = 0.4 acres. 

Among the plain-land holding households (table .4.3) 55.56 per cent have 

land upto 2 kanis (0.8 acres), 27.78 per cent own land upto 4 kanis ( 1.6 

acres), 13 households {9.03 %) possess land up to 6 kanis (2.4 acres), 7 

households (4.86%) hav,e land up to 8 kanis (3.2 acres), 3 households 

(2.08%) posses land up to 10 kanis (4 acres) and 1 household (0.69 %) has 

less than 12 kanis (4.8 acres) of land. From the tabl~, it can be seen that 
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most of the Malsom households (83.34%) Which own some pl~in-land are 

small farmers having less than 4 kanis (1.6. acres) of land. Taking that the 

average household-size of the Malsom i_s 6 the per head land ·holding. 

among the small farmers is 0.67 kanis (0.27 acres). 

In plain land cultivation a single variety of crop is cultivated on a 

. particular plot of .land and the production is higher than that of jhum 

cultivation. Both cash crops and crops for consumption are cultivated in 

settled cultivation. Jute and se~ame are the main cash crops and these 

are cultivated during pre-kharif and rabbi season respectively. Paddy, the 

staple food-crop, is cultivated during kharif. Other food crops such as 

:pumpkin, vumber, chili, arum, kidney bean, pigeon-pea, sweet pumpkin etc .. 

and bringle, sweet potato, maize, maisenga, the seed of a local herb 

which is used to make parched rice, etc. are cultivated during the rabbi 

season. During pre-khatif and rabbi season necessary irrigation is 

done from nearby str~am .or river. Water is lifted with the help of a bucket 

pulled and swayed by ropes held by two persons standing on opposite 

sides. During kharif season .the · land is naturally irrigated by the rain water. 

However, where water sources are not available nearby, irrigation is a 

major problem for plain land cultivation. 

Tilling of. land is done by spade or. plough pulled by ·bullock.· 

Generally· male members participate in tilling or. plowing. · The 

preparation of land finally depends on the variety of crop to be sown. For 

paddy, for instance, the soil is first thoroughly soaked in water so that it 

turns muddy. The upper surface of the soil is leveled with a loader pulled by 

bullock or man. A big plot is divided into a number of small plots by 

setting up ridgE! of earth to hold water. A nursery bed is prepared to saw . 

paddy seeds and grow paddy shoots. For cultivating other crops the soil . 

need riot be converted into absolute mud though it is required to be made 

wet especially at the 'time of seed germinatio~. 
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The system of sowing and the nature of cultivation also depend on the 

type and variety of the crops to be cultivated. Paddy seeds, for instance, 

are to be soaked in water and kept for two days for germination. When 

seeds germinate these are scattered on the nursery bed. Just after the 

sowing of seeds and growth of paddy shoots up to about three inches 

constant watching, especially during day time, over the nursery bed is 

done to protect the seeds from the birds. Usually teenagers are involved 

in the job. To do this they make sound from a hakbor or beat an empty 

tin with a stick or even chase the birds. 

After the growth of paddy shoots up to one or two feet these are 

transplanted to the main field. Three to five shoots are taken together in 

right hand and rooted in the muddy soil. Both male and female members 

participate in the job. They stand in a row and do the job of transplantation. 

Except paddy and some seeds like chili , bringle etc. other seeds are 

directly sown to the main field. 

Bamboo fencing for protection from wild & domestic animals 
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To protect crops from domestic and wild animals the field is surrounded by 

bamboo fancying. When crops ripe up the cultivators keep constant watch 

over ·the field, as in case of jhum/ng. All day long,. they_ sit in -a small· 
. . . 

watch-house . constructed at a corner of the field and drive away "the birds 

and other animals by making sound and noise. At night flamebeaus are 

kept on or near the probable pathway of boars. In some cases scarecrow 
. . 

locally known as manierrimil are set to keep the birds away and as a 

measure against evil eyes. An old duster (lomph1) or a roundish earthen 

vessel decorated with charcoal and lime, which .is called belkinot, _- is 

also set on a bamboo stand as a protectiye measure against the evil 

looks. The· Molsoms believe that malicious · look may not be able to 

cause any harm to the crops if it falls in the belkinot, maniorrimil or lomphi 

first. Similar practices for proteCting crops from evil eyes is also found 

among the neighboring plain cultivators, the. Bengalis. Watching over the 
. . . 

crops continues till harvesting is over. watching·. in settled cultivation is 

not as much colourful as it is in case of jhum cultivation. It is not so 

interesting and thrilling to the youth, hence no love song is sung nor do 

they enjoy any romance in watching. 

Most .of tne crops such as paddy, sesame, jute etc. are harvested with 

sickle, and other crops, as and when .they get ripe, are harvested by hand. 

No _rite or ritual is observed .. while harvesting in plain cultivation. · 

Husking and grinding· of paddy, sesame etc: are done by pestle and 

mortar or by seesaw. Before using the harvested crops sarbingor rite is 

- observed. Mutual exchange · of labour takes place, as is found in case 

of jhum cultivation, as and when necessary, in all phases of settled 

cultivation. 

Earlier, the Molsoms did not know about the use of animals in the field 

of agriculture, although, they were habituated in consuming flesh. But 

later, with the acceptance of settled cultivation, they have adopted the use 

of cattle for ploughing. · At present bullock and, in some cases, buffaloes 
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are found in many families especially those which posses landed property 

in the plains· .. 

In the new agricultural ·set-up the Molsoms have adopted many of the 

socio-religious rites and rituals related to. agricultural activities which were 

practiced. in jhum cultivation. · They worship Sangrak and Hasugnu before 

preparing a new piece of plain land with a view to getting better output 

and, at the same time, as a preventive measure against the evil eyes. They 

also perfprm sena rite for preventing weeds in the crop-field; observe 

sarbingoi while eating new autumn crops for the ·first time in the season 

and so 'on,, though' the sanctity and importance of these rites and rituals 

have, to some extent, been diminished. Sacrificing of hen, for instance, 

· was a must in Hasungnu worship during selection of a jhum field, but it is 

not necessary while the Hasungnu is worshipped before preparing a new 

piece· of .plain land. for cultivation. At . the same time some. of the 

practices relating to traditional cultivation have gone out of practice in the 

changed agricultural set up. Mention may be made of dream revelation 

or pertet which are observed for. selecting· a jhum land,. these are not 

observed while a new plain land is selected for cultivation. · 

D'ue to. the paucity of plain land, even if the religious tests forecast low 

. productivity or otherWise ominous of the concerning -land, it is not possible 

to select a new plain land for the purpose of cultivation. For.this reason the 

Molsoms do not practice such magico-religious tests: in settled cultivation. 

Besides, the magico-religious rites relating to firing of jungles are also 

not in practice as the system of firing is absent in the processes of 

settled cultivation. This may be due to the fact that most of the plain land · 

have minimum jungles which can be cleared by cutting or uprooting only 

and once a plain land is prepared there remains no chance for jungle to 

grow as the system of jhum-cycle is absent in settled cultivation. Over 

and above, they use cowdung, composed manure etc. as fertilizers in 

plain-land cultivation which diminish ·the necessity of using ashes. 
' 

Besides, there might have been some other difficulties to set fire on the 
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jungles of the plain land, especially when preparing it for the first time, as 

most of these lands are situated near the settlement or areas which are 

used for grazing of animals or rearing , horticultural lands etc. where fire 

may cause damage. 

Pineapple cultivation : a picture of a Molsom jhumia settlement colony 

Along with the settled agriculture the Molsoms have adopted another branch 

of cultivation, namely, horticulture. They are now cultivating jackfruits, 

banana, pineapple, guava, mango and some other fruits on the hill slopes 

near their settlement area. 
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Preparation of til/a land for horticulture : a picture from Molsom colony 

Banana plantation in settled economy 

Hunting among the Malsom has been limited to birds, boars and to some 

other reptiles. Fishing however, is more popular than it was earlier, but 
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food gathering, more or less, has gone out of practice though during 

drought or other crisis period they collect fruits , roots, tubers, leaves etc. 

from the forest. Animal husbandry has become more popular and some 

new species such as duck, goat, milching cow, high breed pig etc. have 

been domesticated. 

High breed pigs are now available in Molsom viUages 

Table 4.4 : Distribution of household based on animal husbandry in practice 

Type of animal husbandry Number of households Percentage to the 

in practice total households 

l 2 3 

Piggery 161 55 .52 

Poultry 260 89.65 

Duccary 30 10.34 

Bullock 159 54.83 

Milching cow 77 26.55 

Goatery 102 35.17 

After having adapted to settled cultivation the Molsoms have 

experienced some remarkable changes in the arena of work force and land 
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use pattern. A good number of Molsoms have become landless so far as 
. . . 

plain land ·cultivation is concerned because of the paucity of the plain 

land at their disposal. These landless Molsoms ·have been working as 

agriculture labours, day labours or bargaders to the neighboring Bengalis. 

or to the landed tribals and practicing.jhum as a subsidiary· occupation 

or, in a few cases, as the primary occupation. In Malsom society labour is 

not ·purchasable commodity due to · the existence of the system of 

mutual exchange of labour which, in fact, obstructs the possibility of 

labour becoming a commodity especially within their own society. But for 

the people of other co11Jmunities, especially the Bengalis, they work as· 

wage labours. Some land owning families have surplus labour due to the 

fact that unlike in jhum cultivation where a family could occupy as 

much land as it could manage to cultivate with its members, a !amily in 

. settled cultivation, is not in a position to have so much of land due to the 
. .. 

paucity of the latter. These households, in most cases, engage their 

surplus manpower as day labours, in fire wood selling or, if suitable land is 

found, in jhuming. 

Previously, in jhum cultivation the land was not a salable commodity but in 

settled economy it has beco~e purchasable. Besides, there was no unit, 

traditionally, to measure landed property so far as jhum area .. was 

concerned, but some descriptive categories were used to denote the area 

· of · a plot of jhum or other type of land. For example, to denote· a big jhum 

area one might say that the·jhum area of their village was so wide that a 
. . 

wet warm cloth would get dry if one traveled wearing it, round the whole 

area, or it would not be possible to hear any shout from one end to the 

other or one would not be able to see a big tree ~ich stands on one end of 

the field if one goes to other end, and so on. But nowadays the units like 

kani (1 kani = 0.4 acres), gonda, bigha etc. are used to denote the 

measurement of an area, as are used by the neighboring Bengalis. One 

can thus discern the intrusion of land-related culture of the dominant society 

into the Malsom society. The other way of looking at the changes is that 
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. there has been a growing awareness among the Molsoms about the 

value of land as ·a result of ever increasing pressure of man on land .. 

Changing economic life: The nature and reasons 

The tribes of Tripura, which continue to practice their traditional method of 

. shifting cultivation, are under severe economic- hardship. A number of 

measures have been taken to wean them from jhuming and to persuade 

them to take to some other advanced economic activities, especially to 

settled cultivation. In this respect the change over of a· greater section of 

the Molsoms from traditional methods of shifting cultivation to settled 

cultivation deserves special analysis. 

In trying to analyse the factors which helped the Molsoms in adopting 

settled cultivation we have gone through some written documents 

relating to the past economic conditions of the Tripura tribes , interviewed 

some aged and experienced Molsoms and some of their plain Bengali 

neighbors. It has been found that before the . adoption of settled 

cultivation their economy had been gofng through a period of severe crisis. 

The old Molsoms still remer:nber those days when a family could hardly· 

manage sustenance for three. to four months a year even after engaging 

all the family. hands in jhum cultivation. -· The remaining months of a year 

had to be spent in great uncertainty. 

The hardship in economic life was not a unique event for the Molsoms. It 

was common to all jhumias of the state and it took a long time to come to 

such a condition~ The process started ever since Tripura had come· under 

the hegemony of the British in 1765 when its rulers were burdened with 

bribe (nazar) in addition to the revenue ~o meet up their princely 

requirements. The hill subjects were increasingly pressed to contribute to 

the state's revenue. The hill subjects, especially the' jhumias had to pay 
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house tax known as ghar chukti kar. The amount was a fixed one for all 

jhumia households. per annum irrespective of how many members it had 

and how much land it cultivated under jhum. The amount, however, varied 
. . ' 

from tribe to tribe. 

With a view to · increase income, the people from neighboring districts 

of British India were encouraged to settle down on the plains of the state. A 

good portion of the plain land was allotted to the non-tribal immigrants, 

especially the Bengalis, on payment of premium (nazraf?a) and settlement· 

of annual land revenue. At the same. time, leaders of the htll tribes from the 

neighboring British District were also invited to cultiv~te jhum'on the hill 

areas. Those leaders were conferred the Raja title and offered a deed of · 

grant (sanad). By such steps the rulers of Tripura were able to increase the 

state's revenue and thus as early as in 1785 they paid Rs. 1,39,000 lacks 

as bribe to the British rule . Beside those who were encouraged by the 

rulers to settle in Tripura, a good wave of immigrants came and settled in 

the state due to heavy crushing burden of taxation imposed upon them by 

the English Trading. company and their successors in the neighboring 

British lndi~n districts ( Saigol 1978: 43 ): It would not be proper to think 

that the tf~bals of Tripura, especially the jhumias, were in a better economic 

position. then. "The hill people as a rule" , Wr-ote Hunter ( 1876:499 ) 

describing their material condition " are very poor and improvident. A good 

season means with them merely plenty of pigs to eat, and plenty of spirits to 

drink; a bad season is next door to starvation "_. However, the population ·of 

the state went on increasing and by 1875 it reached the figure of 7 4,242 

(42,345 tribals and 31, 897 non tribals). It steadily increased to 1,73,325 

(91,544 tribal~ and 81,781 non tribals) in 1901._. The increasing trend in 

population continued steadily with the figure reaching 3,82;448 (1,90,036 

tribals and 1,92,412 non-tribals) in 1931; 6,45,707 ( 2,29,865 tribals and 

4,15,842 non tribals) in 1951; 11,42,005 (3,60,061 tribals and 7,81,944 

· non-tribals) in 1961 and so on. 
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· Table 4.5: Distribution of state's population in various decades· 

Year Population Tribal Percentage to Non-tribal Percentage to 

total J)Opulation total population 

of the state of the state 

1875 74242 42345 54.04 31897 42.96 

1901 173325 92544 52.82 81781 47.18 

1931 382448 190036 49.69 192412 50.31 

1951 645707 229865 35.60 415842 64.40 

1961 1142005 360061 31.93 781944 68.47 

Source : Misra (1976), Hunter(1876), Deb Burman (1933), Census 1931-61. 

It may be noticed from the table that as early as in 1931 the non-tribal 

population· outnumbered the tribal population in the state. But up to the. 

middle part of the present century such increase had no detrimental impact 

on the economy of the tribals, mainly of the jhumias of the state. It was so, , 

because, the non-tribal immigrants were mostly settled on the plain areas 

and the jhumias did not know ·the utility of those stretches of land. for 

agricultural purpose then. Such immigration rather opened the channel for 

·exchange of culture ·traits between the people· of hills and plains. In fact, 

the technique of utilising the plain land for agricultural purposes was 

diffused to the tribals from those immigrant plain settlers. It · · has been 

incorrectly opined, in this regard, that, u the immigrants were from the plains 

driving the tribals to the hills '{Saigal 1978 : 43). ~he tribals in fact reside 

on the hill by nature and tradition in Tripura. In this regard it is worth 

mentioning here that in Tripura the settled cultivation started to a 

remarkable extent from the ·middle part of the ·nineteenth century. There· 

was little or no plough cultivation among the tribes till the last part of the. 

eighteenth century {Hunter 1876 : 505). 

Though the hill economy in the past was not in a plentiful condition, it, 

however, provided them subsistence except during the period of 
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·droughts or other calamities as far as the productivity of the_ land was 

concerned. Lewin, ·the then Deputy Commissioner of Chittagang Hill 

Tract 1869) estimated that a jhumia couple could jhum nine kan.is ( 3.6 

acres ) of land every year where the rna~ had to put in 176 days of labour 

and his wife 146 days and they together produced Rs. 75 worth of paddy 

and cotton and Rs.4 worth of vegetables. They could make an additional 

·thirty rupees by wood ·cutting, selling of fire wood and other forest 

products. A couple could thus earn a total of Rs.106.00 of which about 

Rs.41.00 were spent on rice, fish,_ oil and . salt; Rs.1 0.00 on betel and 

tobacco; Rs.12.00 on cloth; Rs.14.00 on rituals and festivals; Rs.7.00 
' 

for treatment; Rs.15.00 on . ornaments and Rs. 7. 00 on seeds and · 

implements for the jhum work ( Saigol 1978 :42). . . . , 

The inter,.tribal conflict, among the other factor, hampered the production 

in the hills. Due to persistence of such conflicts, the jhtimias were unable·· 

to move from one place to another for better jhum ·land during the period 

of jhum-cycle. Regarding such hostile relation among the various groups of 

tribals, the Political Agent of hill Tripura reported.· in 187 4 that though 

there was ample land suitable for jhuming, the want of fresh jhum land was . 

severely felt in some parts· of the state because of inter tribal conflict. " 

Jhuming is" , he reported after a journey from Udaipur to · Agartala 

through interior tribal villages, " the most exhaustive met~od of agriculture; ·. 

three or four crops are grown at the same time on the same soil; 

consequently a second crop will not be a full one ". Trying to analyse the 

cause of low yield in jhuming, he further said that for a high-yield jhuming, 

the land needs to be allowed to lie fallow for ten years, after which 

period of time the jungle which has grown up in the meantime may be 

felled and burnt, the ashes serving as manure. But for this it is imperative 

that the jhumias must move to some fresh hill every year to practice 

jhuming on a virgin-slope and return to the old spots in cyclic order after 

an interval of ten years. The jhumias of Tripura, unfortunately could not· 

do this because the fear of Lushais prevented them from moving east 
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·wards, the only direction where fresh virgin }hum .land was. available. 

Hence the hills near their own villages had to be jhumed at an interval. of . 

every three years or so, the consequences of which were short crops and 

recourse to the moneylenders (Hunter 1876: 505). Such inimical relation 

hampered the collection of taxes also along with failure in production. 

Thus II during the years 1871 and 1872 hardly any taxes were levied, -

first on account of the Lushai raids; and secondly, on the· ground that 

the men serving as the coolies during the Lushai expedition and with the 

survey party could not cultivate their· jhum, and had therefore no m~ans 

of paying taxes (Ibid : 510 ). A good portion of cultivable }hum land in 

northern part also remained fallow as nobody was. willing to shift there due 

to the fear of Lushai raids. In the annual report of 1872, the political 

agent reported regarding the utilisation of land in the northern part that, II 

\ 

most of the available land was, however, until recently, exposed. to 

constant raids from the Lushais, and never been used".( Ibid. :492 ) .. In the 

Southern part also, where the land was admirably suitable for jhuming, vast 

stretches of hill slopes had for years· been deserted, owing to the 

occurrence of Lushai raids and the fear of their repetition (Ibid.: 493 ). 

Besides the house tax and land revenue collected from . the hills and 

plains subjects respectively the forest was a major source of· income to the 
. . . 

rulers. . They leased out forest as mahals and levy in kind (tolls) on the 

forest produces were· collected. The forest revenue continued. to 

increase over the years and this drew. the attention of the then rulers. 

They passed, for the first time, the Forest Regulation Act. in 1887 to protect 

certain species of trees. A reasonable area of forest was declared as 

reserved where }hum cultivation was · made ~- penal offense. In the 

memorandum of that Regulation it was mentioned that, " whereas it has 

come to notice of the administration . that jhuming near the sal forest 

causes great harm to the trees, the folloWing rules are hereby framed in 

·1297 T.E(Tripuri Era), dated 9th Falguna: 
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1. , None can do jhum within an area of half· drona distance around the 

sal· forest. 

2. Divisional officers and the sal forest ·guards will duly inform the 

content of clause 1 to the hill people and parti.cularly to those who 

live near sal forest. 

3. If after the notice has been circulated, anybody practices jhum in 

the prohibited area, then he may be criminally ·prosecuted under the 

Penal Code and be punished with rigorous imprisonment not 

exceeding six months and also be fined up to one hundred rupees. 

4: The officials responsible for the protection of the sal forests shall 

take special care to this effect, and if any fault is· found with them, 

they may also . be prosecuted criminally. 

After that an area of 251 square kilometers was demarcated as 

re·served and 9858 ·square kilometers as open forest in the year 1908-09 

(Saigal 1978: 45-46). Thus in the first quarter of the present century in 

191.5-16 -the .revenue from the forests . exceeded the land· revenue. In 

that period Rs.3,72,477 was collected a~ forest revenue and Rs. 3,51,814 

as land revenue. The rulers· were then more i.ntere.sted in the forest and . . . 
. . . 

· declared me>re areas as reserved. Thus. by 1946 a _t9tal of 2637 square 

kilometers· forest area had been declared as reserved and jhum 

cultivation was made a penal offense there (Ibid.: 45-56 ). 

The Bengalis who had settled down on the plains, achieved much progress 

in cultivation and raised the revenue of the state which inspired the rulers. 

The plains II where the cultivation is carried on in the same manner as in 

Bengal ", wrote Hunter regarding the condition of the plain people, II a 
. ' 

peasants holding would be considered a large one if above 15 bighas or five 

acres in extent; and a very small one if containing only 6 bighas or two 
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acres. A farm of .about 12 big has, or four. acres in extent, would · be . 

. regarded as a fair-sized and comfortable holding, The oxen of the plains of 

Hill Tripura are small and.: ill-fed, and a pair c.an, with difficulty, cultivate 15 

big has or five acres of land. A family head,· cultivating a farm ~f this· size,· 

would not · be· considere(j to · be in such . good · circumstances as a 

respectable shopkee'per is; but he would probably be as well off as a man 

earning Rs.8 a month in money wages. 

The peasants who have their own ploug~ are not generally in debt, 

although they dO. not hesitate to b~rrow money, especially. for any 

domestic ceremony, such as marriage " .. Among: the Bengalis", he 

mentioned, ·:women are never employed in agricultural work especially 
·, 

in field labour, but . the children occ.asionally take part in the work of 

cultivation. But· among the tribes like the Tripuris, Kukis etc., women and 

children·are largely employed in agriculture" (Ibid.: 505). -

Being encouraged by the increase in revenue through plain-land 

cultivation, the rulers intended to compel. the hill people too to take to 

plain land. cultivation. Thus in. the memorandum of the first jhumia 

settlement ·scheme_. in 1888-89 it was. mentioned that, " most of the hill 

peopl~ conform t() their traditional habit and practice shifting cultivation 

instead of producing paddy by ploughing with the help of cows and 
. . . . ' . . . 

buffaloes. From this cultivation often they are not able to raise· enough of 

· paddy and other grains; at the same time, . bec.ause these people are not 

accustomed to . produce crops by the method of ploughing, the speedy' 

reclamation of waste lands is not taking place; consequently there has· not 

· been muCh improvement of the state and the welfare of the subject, the 

following rules are . hereby framed to introduce plough cultivation among 
. ' 

the hill people " (quoted from Misra 1976: 67). In that memorandum the 

administrators, namely, the Magistrates ·and Police Superintendents were 
. . 

directed to c.all. the village chie{s and explain to them t~e · usefulness of 

plough ·cultivation and advice them to adopt.such method. 
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The administrators, in that memorandum, also directed to appoint, · as per · 

necessity, experienced Bengali plough cultivators to teach tribals 

regarding settled~ cultivation. Provisions of· some other facilities, like · 

financial· assistance ··for purchasing bullock, cow and other agricultural 

. _ implements, setting up some model agricultural farms etc, . were also 

provided in the scheme ( lbid.).The steps to restrict jhuming and settle the 

hill tribes on the plains were taken primarily with ~ view to increase the 

revenue of the state making ·the hills free for fore~try and, at the same time, 

for utilizing waste plain lands. it was not solely intended to r~habilitate the 

hard. pressed jhumias to wean them from jhuming to some other economic 
i 

activities specially in settled cultivation. We are not aware of the after-

effect of . such · efforts of rehabilitation on the- tribes of Tripura. Most 
. . 

· ·· probably, such effort failed to show any remarkable development. Thus in 

1908 the Imperial Gazetteer ( vol. xiii : 120 ) reported that, ". the nomadic 
. . . . . . . 

tillage, known as jhum cultivation, is almost universal even though attempts 

have been made to induce the tribals to adopt plough cultivation." The step 

especially to rehabilitate the jhumias through settled cultivation, however, 

was taken during 1931-32 when an area measuring ~ 10· square miles in the 

northern sub-division of Khowai was declared as tribal reserve area. A 

· · .· restriction was imposed within those areas ·to all kinds of transfer like gift, 

· _sale, lease· etc. of land to any non-tribal members. Thus 'W6 may say that 
. . . 

no sincere thought WaS given to an immaculate rehabilitation. plan for the 

tribals till1931. 

Due to utter poverty of the jhumias a large number of families were 

exempted from payment of the'-family tax every year. In 1874-75, for 

instance, 1914 families were exempted . in _the state excluding the 

· population of Kailashahar sub-division (Hunter 1876 : 51 0). This gives us 

. some idea regarding the degree of indigence in the hills. . Besides,· 

customary habit of drinking' liquor and use of the same in huge quantity · 

during socio-religious activities were also a reason which increased the 

degree at- poverty of the tribals in the state. The local liquor, /angi (in · 
' 
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--:': 

Malsom zukola) and country liquor, chuak or in Malsom. rakzu, are, 
. . . . . . . . l 

prepared by, as stated earlier, fermentation and distiliation of rice mixed. 

·with some_ leaves, bark and roots of some jungle tree. One ser(a little. less. 

then one kilogram) ofrice yields one bettie of .fermented liquor (Ibid.: 501). 

And it is estimated that a jhumia family needed. on. an average at least 

about 400 b,ottles of liq·uor in a year in normal situation. that is without 

. any occurrence like marriage or deathwhen a huge quantity of·liquor was 

needed to perform. relevant rites and rituals, -which required a minimum 

of. 400 .kilograms of rice for preparation of liquor: This also added a 

dimension to the economic crisis of the trib~s. Besides, traditional practice 

of sacrifici'ng domestic animals in various rites, rituals and ceremonies 
. . . . . 

also added yet another dimension to the economic crisis of the tribals. 

The poverty of the jhumias · in the increased Iand-man ratio is 
. . 

reflected· in Saigal's estimation." It has been estimated", mentioned Saigal 

(1978:58), " . that · shifting cultivation · is capable of supporting a 

population_ of only 2o per square mile. To ensure a reasonable standard 

of living for all the jhumias, therefore, we need an area of more. then 7,500-

square miles. But the total area of the state is only 4,106-square miles." 

Dr. · Gangully (1969 : 23-25) has also estimated the carrying capacity of 

land in jhum cultivation. While discussing the· method of .-estimating the . 
.. . . . . . - - - . . .. - . 

carrying capacity of land. Gangully has referred to the observation of Collin • . 

Clark~ In .his 'The Condition of Economic Progress' Colin Clark has m~de · · 

·a.comparative study of the density. at Which a primitive population. can 

live under different· forms of primitive. means of subsistence. 'The density 

· at which a· primitive ·population · can live, . has /been approximately .. · 

estimated:. Expressed· as adult males per s.quare · kilometer, Ratzel's 

estimate designate the following range of possible density : 

'. 
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Primitive agriculture in settled village: 0.6 --2.80 

Primitive herdsman ..................... . ' 0.25 _.: 0.60 

Shifting cultivation ...................... . 0.06-0.25 

Shifting cultivation has thus least capacity among the different primitive 

forms of production ·, to support population per square kilometer. One 

form of finding out the efficiency of ·any method of cultivation is to 

calculate not. simply by finding out the average requirement of land to 

support one person (or a consumption unit) if he depends on shifting 

cultivation alone on the basis of one operation only, that, after one. 

operation, a jhum plot will remain fallow for a certain number of years, will 

have to be taken into· consideration. William Allen calls it cultivation factor 

which is ·merely an expression of the number of garden areas required 

for each type to allow of the complete cycle, of cultivation and regeneration. 

normally practiced on that type under the. system to which the calculation 

applies. Area of land ~equired to support a consumption unit under the 

system is worked out by multiplying cultivation factor by the average 

area of .land required for producing one year's subsistence, requirement of 

a consumption unit calculated on the basis of the actual results. 

" On the basis of the· normal requirement .. of . rice per consumption unit" I' 

continued Ganguly regarding the condition_of the jhumias, "it is found that· 

if the jhumias consume the· whole quantity of rice produced in the jhum · 

and exGhange sesame, cotton and· gouge for rice then they are able to 

drive their subsistence for four months only from their jhums. Besides jhum 

products, each and every jhumia f~mily has its own poultry and piggery; 

they also collect various forest products free of cost. During the rainy 

season which is the most difficult period for the jhumias many of them 

precariously live on various wild roots,· leaves and bamboo shoots 

·collected from forests .. 
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. - .. ,•· . 

: • •• •• :_ • J ,.• 

· II . In Tripi.Jra II Ganguly writes, " a particular plot ·of land is }humed only 
,. '. . " . ' 

once and them left fallow~ for' about ten years for .. regeneration: of forest. 

Hence the cultivation factor is··11. ·As 49.81 hectares·. of jhurn provides 

178 persons with 4 months' subsistence, 0.84 heCtares of slich)hum will. be 

just ·enough to provide one full years' (twelve months') subsistence for 
. . . 

one consumption unit But. the same plot of land is not jhumed every y·ear. 

In other words, to calculate the land carrying capacity, we have to take into 

consideration the cultivation factor which is 11 . Hence the net area 

required per consumption. unit under jhuming will be 9.24 hectares (0.84 X .. 

11 ). Every year approximately 20,238 hectares. of land is jhumed which 

means that this form of cultivation can support about2,200 souls only .. This · 

shows the utter inadequacy of the system today." . · 

. . 

. So the economic wretchedness of the Molsoms, which they experienced 

.especially before adopting the settled ·cultivation, was not an isolated 

event; it was the situation faced by ail ·the hill people especially the 

jhumias of the state. . The . main factors responsible for the crises in 
: . . . 

economic life of the Molsoms may be summed up as follows:· · 
' : I 

.. a) Increase of hill population:through immigration due. to the .. , 

~ncouragement of the then rulers with a view to increase revenue. · 

: .. ::· ' . ~ . . . . . . . : 

- . - .. . ~- ;,_ 

.. :.1: b) Decrease in availabiliw.orJhwnab/ehiU areas as a result o{ reser\led 

forest declaration. 

c) Inter-tribal conflict due to which the jhumias were not in a position to 

move freely from one place to another in search of suitable jhum land. 

during a jhum-cyc/e. 
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d) Natural calamities Which decreased production in jhum. 

. . . ' . '• 

e) The habit and custom of excessive.consumptiori of local alcoholic liquor. 

f) Sacrificing of domestic anima is during rites, rituals, ·ceremonies. social 

functions. 

The Molsoms· were, as stated earlier, mainly concentr~ted in and around 

the Udaipur sub-division of .South 
. ' 

Tripura. Before adopting settled 

cultivation they had to cultivate a single plot of hill land for three or four · 

years without any pause. Because, due to increased Iand-man ratio, the 

causes of which have been discussed earlier, . there was a scarcity of. 

. suitable f~llow slope where the Molsoms could shift during a jhwn-cycle. 

Such type of ceaseless plain hill top . cultivation is known as tarig 

among the Molsoms. That the Molsoms practiced continuous jhuming 

on a particular hill slope for .three or four ·consecutive years may be 

evident from the course of migration and duration of stay on a 

homestead area. ·In normal shifting economy; as mentioned earlier, the 

... jhumi~s shift to new homestead areas when they have to move to fresh hill 

slopes during jhum~ycle. But for the Molsoms ever since the first part of . 

the present century the d·uration of stay_ on a "part_icular . homestec;~d area. 

became increasingly longer. · Since the _first decade of the present 

century - around 1903-04 - they breached their· normal practice. For 

· instance, the villagers of Kalabon Malsom Bari changed their homestead 

area only five times during a period of 31 years. 
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Table 4.6: Distribution of period of stay on the homestead areas of the 

inmates of the Kalab on Molsom Bari . 

Seiial Name of Distance Year of Year of Duration 

number settlement from arrival leaving of stay 

area previous 

area (in 

kilometer) 

l. Henna Bari --- 1903 1906 3 years 

2. Sandal 9 1906 1910 .J. years 

3. Mirjabari 8 1910 . 1916 6 years 

4. Tuidhum 7 1916 1924 8 years 

5. Tapardhum 5 1924 1934 10 years 

6. Kalabon 1934 Still living 63 years 

Molsom Bari 6 up to 

1997 

Source : Interview of old villagers. 

From the above table it may be seen that the villagers of Kalabon Molsom 

Sari ha~ been staying for three years continuously at Herma Sari; for four 

years af Sandal; for six years at Mirza Sari; for _eight years at Tuidhum; for 

ten years at Tapardhum and now they have been staying ever since 1934 

at the present place of settlement. 

The plain hinterlands of Udaipur sub-division were predominantly 

inhabited by the Bengalis, most of whom were settled cultivators. They 

used to reclaim and make arable new waste land and thus they kept on 

increasing their holding; the plain land was taken under jangat abadi lease . 

The usual conditions of such lease was that the land was to be rent-free 

for a period of four to ten years, according to the nature of the jungle; thef! it 

was to be subjected to a rent at the rate of 2 or 3 annas (six paisa) per 

bigha gradually increasing till it reached a moderate amount, which did not 
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· . yet equal the rate paid for ·adjoining lands in government territory (Hunter· 

. 1876: 505 ). 

: . . . . ' . . 

So when. . the jhumias were struggling . hard to meet their minimum 

requirements, the_ plain people were going . on increasing their productic:m 

by making arable new and new waste lands. And thus by the first part of 

the present century the economy of the plain cultivators reached some 

sort of solvency. 

The interaction between the Tripura tribes and Bengalis had been 

prevailing since long. Most probably the interaction started in the village . 

market places. " In the early years of the eighteenth century trade and 

commerce flourished even in the interior areas of the state. · Udaipur, the 

capital of Tripura, was a very big market . town.· Bengali . traders 

· maintained· permanent shops there. The tribals who lived in the hills, not 

far from Udaipur, used· to come regularly there for buying and selling. 

Paddy and cotton were the main commodities sold by them. Arum plant and 

its root, guard, water:melon, ginger, potato were the other commodities 

brought by the tribals to the market . for sale ( Tripura Buranji 1962 :. 22 ).It· 

may not be irrelevanthere to point out that the claim of Ganguli {1969: 37- ~ 

38) that the tribals {jhumias) of Tripura ·were constrained to consume 

whatever they produced and thus they were left with nothing· to exchange 

or sell i~ a sweeping generalisation and not based on facts. Udaipur, in . · 
'.; -. -. 

· · fact, was one of the oldest market places· of the then Tripura. As early. as· 

in C.1660 · (Rajmala ( ed) 1967 : 80-81 ), ·the· then king Gobindamanikya 

_· purchased as mush as 2000 mounds of salt from a trader and the salt was 

consumed not only by the people living in · Udaipur but also by the other 

people who were living in the interior places. 

It was during the reign of king Ratnamanikya that the Bengalis started 
I .• -

coming from adjoining British India to settle in South .Tripura, especially in 

and around· Udaipur. At that time 4000 Bengalis had settled in four 

places, namely Rangamati, Ratnapur, Jashpur, 'and Hirapur ·of South 
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Tripura (Sen Kaliprassanya (ed.) 1926: 69): That was the first settlement of 

the Bengalis in Tripura. ·· · Numismatic · sources . testify the fact that . 
. . - . . . . -

Ratnamanikya was the ruler of Tripura during the period 1364-67 and that. 

· the Bengalis settled in South Tripura during his reign. From this it may be.· 

said that the Bengali settlement in Tripura is dated from 1364-67. Another 

important wave_ of plain migrants, who were Muslim, also settled in and 

around Udaipur in 1728 when Tripura passed into the hands of the 

. Murshidabad king (Misra 1976.: 21). · 

While the migrants from th~ plains were settling. down ·in and around 

· the Udaipur, the Molsoms who had also' come to the region some time· 

earlier were moving from hill to hill practicing }huming. As a result, th~ 

· Molsonis, along with other jhumia tribal groups, were in economic hardship. 

Whereas the plain settlers, on t.he other hand, were· in better position -they 

could at least produce some surplus after fulfilling their minimum demands. 

The plain-land settlers were in need of engaging hired labours in their 

agricultural operations esp~cially for making the fallow land arable and for 

cutting the jungles~ Some of the Molsoms were engaged as hired 

labours along with other local tribal groups. Thou~h.at the outset they were. 

engaged for· cutting of· jungles only, in course· of time, they were used. 

in othe~ agriculturai· activities like tilling .• of land, . pl~ughing •. planting • ~f 
paddy shoots, weeding, harvesting etc: The experiences· and trainin·g thus . 

gathered in settled agricultural work made the Molsoms ·interested .in 

cultivating some lunga land near their settlement. Generally the lunga 

land is naturally fertile as . the natural· manure from the nearby hillocks 

accumulate on the lungas having been carried away by rain water. In the 

beginning· they could. not follow the proper methods of wet cultivation, but 

when they found that the yield was very much higher compared· to the yield 

out of jhuming at that period, they then, got. interested in cultivating the 

lungas, which were · nearer their settlement areas, in a large scale. As a 

result, a good number. of jhumias started withdrawing workers from the 

jhum sector. It is worth mentioning here that th~ availability of fallow 
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lunga near their settlement was one of the vital factors which 

facilitated such a change and helped in adopting settled cultivation. At 

present, the families that are practicing jhuming as their primary 

occupation, have been practicing this due to non-availability of cultivable 

lungas or other plain lands, and not because of their liking. 

The non-availability of fellow plain land, in fact, is the biggest hindrance 

faced by the state government in rehabilitating the jhumias since the 

beginning of the forth five year plan. Thus while formulating an approach 

regarding the problems of the jhumias for the purpose of ascertaining the 

fund requirements of the state during the forth plan it was mentioned that 

not much of plough-cultivable waste land was left in Tripura. And as a 

consequence it could not be possible to settle the remaining jhumias on 

plain land ( Misra 1976: 1 06). 

Earthen pot is used to carry water 
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That the techniques of using plain land for agricultural purposes were 

diffused to the Molsom from their Bengali neighbours due to close 

interaction between the two communities may be evidenced by the fact 

that the agricultural implements used by the Molsoms in settle 

cultivation are the common ones used by their Bengali neighbors. 

Moreover, the implements such as Iango/ (plough) , moi (fodder) , joal , spade 

( kodal ), dao (hand chopper), tukri etc. are the Bengali names and do not 

have equivalent o Malsom terms to denote them. 

Dheki , a husking equipment of the non-tribals, is being used by the Molsoms these days 

Molsoms in settled economy 

So, to sum up, the major causes which helped the Molsoms to adopt the 

method of settled cultivation were contiguous settlement of the Molsoms 

with the Bengali plain land cultivators which facilitated diffusion of 

technique of the settled cultivation to the latter, presence of some common 

market places, The haat which helped close interaction between the 
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Molsoms, other tribals, and the Bengalis. In this regard it is worth 

mentioning that the .common niarket places have a vital . role in the 

soCioeconomic changes experienced by the Molsoms . Regarding the 

nature and functioning of the market especially in socioeconomic 
. ' - . . .. · . 
changes Areuserg wrote that" the market, like any central ceremony of a 

culture, is also a channel of cultural and social changes"(1934:1 ,5). The 

availability of fallow plain land near the settlement area of the Molsoms 

also has been as mentioned earlier, was one of the most vital reasons for 

this change. It is found in the present study that the Molsoms who· are 

still practicing jhum cultivation, have been dojng so due to non availability of 

cultivable fellow plain lands. 

Another factor which might have helped in bringing about such a· change 

is the psychological change among the Molsoms, as also among some 

other tribes of Tripura, which may have been caused · by some political 

organisations. From the first part of the· present century the leftist political 

parties have been active among the Molsoms as among the other tribes of 

Tripura. A strong organisation of Gana Mukti Parisad ( GMP ) formerly -

.known as janashikshya samiti, led by · tribal leaders like Dasharath Deb 

Burr:na, Sudhannya Deb Burma and some others, ~s deep rooted among 
. . 

the Molsoms. . In fact, the tribes of Tripura were· already-. organised 

under· some sort of a progressive political ideology even when the· 

state was a princely kingdom .. This is rather a unique matter for the tribes of 

Tripura. . · .· Later on the Marxist ideology and .. communist movements ·. 
. . . 

. develop~d some sort of an adaptability in the mental make up of the 

Molsoms and some other tribal groups of the state, which helped them 
. . - -

to cope with the new situation. " When peopl~ are confronted with new 

opportunities, acceptance or rejection depends not only upon the basic 

cultural articulation, a favourable pattern of social relations and economic 

possibility, but also upon psychological factors (Foster 1973:130). 
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Inheritance of property 

The property in the Molsoms society is inherited · by · son or · sori~in-law 

subjectto the condition that the son orson-in-law resides permanently . 
. . . . 

with the extended family. If a son-in-law, after marriage and completion of· 
.· . . . ·' 

smak ahangte,. resides permanently in his father -in-law's house, he gets ·a 
. . . 

share of his father-in-law's property; but if he rE~turns to his parent's house 

arid resides there permanently, he' . does not get. any share of his father -in;. .. 
. . . . . . 

law's prop:erty but gets a share of hi.s · parent's property. None is allowed 

to enjoy. the property of both father. and father-in-law. A person loses right 

over his father's property when he enjoys the prqpertyof his father-:-in-law · 

and vice versa. 

In .a ~raditional Molsoms society, especially. ,in .jhum · economy, the 
' . 

inheritance of property actually means the inheritance of cultivation right _of 

the land but not the right of permanent possession. Because, i_n traditional · 

.. jhum economy a land. is collectively owned by the village group under the 
. . 

control of the village council. And such ownership of a p~rticular land is for 

. a temporary period of two or three successive years when a household of 

. the group c~ltivates, ' as much land as ~n be managed by it's members .. 

So, no land is nee_ded to be allotted separately to ·a son-in-law as he gets 
. : '' ·. . . . .. . .. .•. . . . .-

.- . it for c~ltivation ·in normal __ eourse along with the . other members of the _ 

household .of which he is a. member .. Beside th~ . cultivation . right on jhum 

land in : such a society, other movable material properties are not of much 
. •' . . . 

importance_· so far as inheritance is concerned. As such, other artifacts are 

·-····mostly made of the local materials like-bamboo, wood, cotton etc. which· 

are easiiy available and every adult of their corriinunity knows how to make 

these. 
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Arts and Crafts 

In Molsoms society every household is, more or less, self sufficient so far as 

making of domestic utensils and production of other essential materials are 

concerned. Most of their utensils are used in multiple activities and only a 

few utensils are used to meet all the needs of a household. 

Cotton thread is being made of raw-cotton 

Traditional style of weaving 
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The skill in arts and crafts constitutes a major part of one's culturally 

transmitted qualities in his society. Some sort of division of labour, based 

on sex, is found in the practices of arts and crafts. Basketry, bamboo, 

cane, and wood-crafts are usual ly practiced by the males and loom 

weaving is done by the females. It is tabooed for a man to weave cloth 

and for a women to practice basketry and wood crafts. If women practice 

cane crafts and men loom weaving then, as they believe, they would be 

attacked by a tiger. On the other hand, a Molsom female, who does not 

know loom weaving, and a male, lacking the knowledge of cane-crafts, are 

considered to be lacking essential qualifications for marriage. In fact, a 

good craftsman or weaver has got some special status in Molsoms society. 

New technology in loom weaving 

Basketry, bamboo, wood-crafts, cloth weaving and making ornaments are 

the components of arts and crafts practiced by the Molsoms. Baskets 

such as bam to carry rice, paddy etc., tuikok to carry water pots, 

kaichaning to carry jhum seeds, reborn to keep hen and other bamboo 

made articles like lakhu the rain shield , reloi the bamboo plate for drying 
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crops, wareng the hammock, sukmul or flute, chalphu the small conical 

basket used for preparing alkaline water, shei the local javelin , thalphel 

the bow and arrow etc. ; wooden articles such as sum-sarhil the local 

pestle and mortar, sarinda and chongpreng the local musical instruments 

and some other things are made by the male. 

Some Malsom artifacts 

Molsom female dresses- puenzel (hanging from top), risa (below puenzel) 
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Molsom dresses 

In dresses, the female dresses are more colourful than those of the males. 

Puenzel the waist garment and risa the breast garment are two female 

dresses woven with colourful cotton threads. The widt~ of the puenzel is 

found in two sizes-from waist to knee and from waist to ankle. The waist

to-ankle· _size puenzel is just double by length of the waist-to-knee size 

puenze/. This is prep.ared by joining two waist to knee sized puenzel. This 

limiting down of the size of puenzel to only two sizes is necessitated by_ 

the fact that the r:naximum length of the cloth woven for the purpose 

cannot go· beyond the size of the full stretch of arms by the weaver. . 

Takbrok the male waist garment, pardari the loin cloth and lukum the 

turban constitute the male dresses of which takbrok is widely used, 

. lukum is used occasionally during social visit or in ceremonies and the 

pardari is mainly used during work time. 

During winter, ponpui the worm cloth is used by both men and women. 

Traditionally all male dresses are white in colour but some colourful 

threads are used specially fo_r weaving takbrok. Some common designs 

are followed in weaving puenzel and risa. Dying is done by the females .. 

Traditionally, only three colours, · . namely, red, yellow and black are 

used in weaving these tw6 garments. The three· colours are extracted 

from local roots rulum, turmeric and seeds of a local tree respectively. But 

'nowadays ready made ·.coloured threads' are used for ' the ' propose. 

Ceremonies are performed when a boy or a girl wears cloths for the first · 

time. 

Another essential art for the female is the making of local beverage . and 

local alcoholic liquor, namely, zuko/a and rakzu. In fact, the brewing of the 

high quality zukola_ is treated as an additional quality for the female in the 

Molsoms society. 
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..... 

A variety of ornaments are worn by the Molsom women on their nose, 
' . . . . 

neck and ears. Naper and·toia, the ear rings, are put on the lobe and upper 

· part of the ear respectively. Noth, the nose ornament is put on .. th~ bridge 

between the nostrils and rlithoi the necklaces are worn round the neck. All. 

the ornaments, except ruthoi, are made of ~ilver or brass, and the ruthoi 

is made of the seeds of wild banana called matchi. Nowadays, the 

· necklace are made of beads also. Except ruthoi the Molsoms do not 

know the technique of making any of these ornaments. These are collected 

from the plain people. 

The · technique of iron smelting is not known to the Molsoms. They also 

do not know the making of iron implements. The iron implements like 

hand chopper and sickle which they use in every· day life are purchased 

from the Bengali blacksmiths. Iron smelting and making of iron implements 

are unknown to the other tribal communities of the state as well. The 

Khashis of Meghalaya used to smelt iron ( Hunter 1878) but it is not found 

among the Khashis residing in Tripura. 

With the change of traditional production system, -the jhum cultivation, a 

scarcity. of raw materials, especially for loom weaving, has occurred. Cotton, 

· from Which cotton-thread is made, is scarcely available now as this was . 

earlier produced only in jhum land. . But, jhumimg nowadays has been 

limited to production of food stuff only. At present cotton threads have to 

· be _purchased from the market. Previously. they used to dye cotton 

threads with indigr-nous colouring agents but ·at present the cotton 

threads· which they purchase from the market ·are already coloured · in 

factory or elsewhere and this has limited down the practice of local dying. 

The ready availability of cotton threads of various colours has introduced 

novelties· in motif. and design affecting, in the process, the traditional 

designs of their cloths. Besides, availability of cheaper garments, 

especially the second-hand garments coming from America and Japan via 

Bangladesh, has crippled household weaving as these are easily available 

in the local market at a lower price. 
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The shortage of labour force in the craft sector has also hampered the 

·household weaving. Settled cultivation is labour-extensive, and as crops 

are cultivated almost throughout the year, the man power of the community 

is absorbed in agriculture throughout the year. ·Thus manpower stands 

withdrawn from crafts. Another factor that has. led to the withdrawal of 

man power from crafts is their lack of knowledge in making implements 

which they now use in settled cultivation. Since, a major portion of them 

have now taken to settled cultivation by largely giving up jhuming they have 

to buy the artifacts like plough, loader, pokhai, the hand implements used 

in irrigation, etc. from the local markets, crippling down their craft which 

provided them implements for jhuming. 
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